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Abutment That part of the valley side against which the dam is constructed.

Appurtenances Structures and equipment on a project site, other than the embankment itself.  They 
include, but are not limited to facilities, such as spillways, log booms, intake towers, 
powerhouse structures, tunnels, canals, penstocks, low-level outlets, surge tanks and 
towers, gate hoist mechanisms and their supporting structures, and all critical water 
control and release facilities.  Also included are mechanical and electrical control and 
stand-by power supply equipment located in the powerhouse or in remote control cent-
ers.

Breach of Dam The uncontrolled release of the contents of a reservoir through collapse of the dam or 
appurtenant structures.

Comptroller A person employed by the government and designated in writing by the minister as 
the Comptroller of Water Rights and includes any persons designated in writing by the 
minister as acting, deputy or assistant comptrollers.

Consequences of Dam Failure 
Impacts in the downstream as well as upstream areas of the dam resulting from failure 
of the dam or its appurtenances. Refer to Schedule 1 of the Dam Safety Regulation.

 Crest of Dam Elevation of the uppermost surface of a dam proper, not taking into account any camber 
allowed for settlement, curbs, parapets, guard rails or other structures that are not a part 
of the main water-retaining structure.  This elevation may be roadway, walkway or the 
non-overflow section of a dam.

Dam A man made barrier that would create a water storage reservoir or divert water.  “Dam” 
is herein defined to include works (appurtenances) incidental to, necessary for, or in 
connection with, the barrier. 

Dam Owner A person, including a company, organization, government unit, public utility, corpora-
tion or other entity, which either holds a water licence to operate a dam or retains the 
legal property title on the dam site, dam and/or reservoir, or a person who acts as the 
principal agent of the dam owner and which is responsible for the safety of the dam.

Dam Safety Officer An engineer or officer who is designated in writing by the comptroller as a dam safety 
officer.

Dam Safety Regulation Means the British Columbia Dam Safety Regulation passed into law under the Water   
 Act whose objective is to mitigate loss of life and damage to property and the environ 
 ment from a dam breach by requiring dam owners to inspect their own dams, undertake  
 proper maintenance on them, and ensure that these dams meet ongoing engineering   
 standards.
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Dam Safety Review Comprehensive formal review carried out at scheduled intervals to determine whether 

an existing dam is safe, and if it is not safe, to determine what improvements are 
required. 

 
 

Drawdown The resultant lowering of water surface level due to controlled release of water from the 
reservoir. 

 
Earthfill Dam See “Embankment Dam”. 

 
 

Embankment Dam Any dam constructed of natural excavated materials placed without addition of binding 
materials other than those inherent in the natural material. The materials are usually 
obtained at or near the dam site.  Embankment dams are usually referred to by type 
such as Earthfill or Rockfill. The term Embankment Dam is used to indicate a zoned fill 
dam involving selected areas of rock, gravel and impervious zones or a homogeneous 
earthfill dam which is not necessarily zoned. 

 
EMBC See PEP 

 
Emergency In terms of dam operation, any condition which develops naturally or unexpectedly, 

endangers the integrity of the dam and upstream or downstream property or life, and 
requires immediate action. 

 
Dam Emergency Plan (DEP) 

Document which contains procedures for dealing with various emergencies, as well as 
communication directories and may contain inundation maps showing upstream and 
downstream water levels and times of arrival of floods which would result from the 
failure of the dam or its appurtenances. 

 
Engineer A professional engineer employed by the government and designated in writing by the 

Comptroller of Water Rights as an engineer and includes a regional water manager. 
 

Failure of Dam In terms of structural integrity, the uncontrolled release of the contents of a reservoir 
through collapse of the dam or some part of it; in terms of performance to fulfil its 
intended function, the inability of a dam to perform functions such as water supply or 
prevention of excessive seepage. 

 
Formal Inspection An inspection of the dam to observe its condition. A formal inspection is intended to be 

more thorough than a routine surveillance inspection. These inspections are carried out 
by the appropriate representative of the dam owner responsible for safety surveillance 
(i.e. the dam owner or owners engineering consultant). 

 
Foundation Rock and/or soil mass that forms a base for the structure, including it abutments. 

 
Freeboard Vertical distance between the dam crest and the reservoir water surface. The more 

specific term “normal (Gross) freeboard” is the difference of elevation between the 
lowest elevation of the top of the dam (or top of impervious core) and the maximum 
reservoir operating level (full supply level, often the spillway sill elevation).  The term 
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“Minimum (net) freeboard” is the difference of elevation between the lowest eleva-
tion of the top of the dam (or top of impervious core) and the maximum water level of 
the reservoir should the Inflow Design Flood (IDF) occur.

Full Supply Level Maximum normal operating water surface level of a reservoir (also called maximum 
normal reservoir water level). Generally the spillway sill elevation.

Gate A general term for any mechanical device to control the flow of water in intakes, outlet 
works and over controlled spillways.

Height of Dam The vertical distance to the top (crest) of a dam measured:
a) in the case of a stream across a stream, from the natural bed of the stream at the
downstream outside limit of the dam, or
b) in the case of a dam that is not across a stream, from the lowest elevation at the
outside limit of the dam.

Homogeneous Earthfill Dam
An embankment type dam constructed of more or less uniform earth materials through-
out, except for possible inclusion of internal drains or blanket drains.  Used to differen-
tiate this type of dam from a zoned earthfill dam.

Inspection See “Formal Inspection” & “Surveillance Inspection”

Instrumentation Devices which are installed in or near a dam to monitor the dam and impoundment.  
These devices may include but are not limited to survey monuments and stations, incli-
nometers, extensometers, piezometers, measuring weirs.

Internal Drain or Drainage Blanket 
A layer of pervious material in a dam to facilitate drainage.

Internal (piping) Erosion The progressive erosion of material from within a dam caused by seepage, appearing 
downstream as a hole or seam discharging water that contains solid particles.

Log-Boom A series of floating logs connected (preferably with boom chain) end to end, and placed 
on the reservoir surface at a line just upstream of the dam in order to collect trash, ice 
and floating debris and prevent their entrance to spillway or outlet works.

Low-Level Outlet A conduit through the dam to allow for controlled release of the reservoir contents. Also 
see “Outlet Works”.

Maintenance Those tasks accepted as routine in keeping the dam and appurtenant works in a service-
able condition. It is not to be confused with alterations.

Operation, Maintenance & Surveillance Manual (OMS).
A Manual which documents procedures for safe operation, maintenance and surveil-
lance of a dam.

Outlet Gate See “Gate”.
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Outlet Works Combination of intake structure, gates, conduits, tunnels, flow controls and energy 

dissipation devices to allow the release of water from a dam. 
 

Owner See “Dam Owner” 
 

Piping See “Internal Erosion”. 
 

Professional Engineer A person who is registered or licenced under provisions of the Engineers Act, 1979, RS 
Chapter 109 of the Province of British Columbia and has knowledge, skills and 
experience in dam design, construction and maintenance. Regional Water Manager; A 
person employed by the Crown and designated in writing by the minister as a regional 
water manager and includes an acting or assistant regional water manager.  Reference 
to the Regional Water Manager means the designated person for the geographic 
location or Water District where the works are located. 

 
PEP Provincial Emergency Program continued under the Emergency Program Act.  Also 
 referred to as Emergency Management BC (EMBC) 

 
Regional Water Manager A person employed by the Crown and designated in writing by the minister as a 

regional water manager and includes an acting or assistant regional water manager.  
Reference to the Regional Water Manager means the designated person for the 
geographic location or Water District where the works are located. 

 
Repair To essentially restore a dam to its approved design condition.  Many older dams may be 

required to be upgraded to current design standards if there is a difference between the 
initial approved design and current design standards. 

 
Reservoir Water body impounded by one or more dams, inclusive of its shores and banks and of 

any facility or installation necessary for its operation. 
 

Right Abutment The abutment on the right-hand side of an observer when looking downstream. 
 

Riprap Layered broken (angular) rock or precast blocks, generally placed on the upstream 
slopes of an embankment or along a water course as protection against wave action, 
erosion or scour.  Riprap should be properly placed by mechanical methods and in 
some cases is hand placed.  It consists of pieces of relatively large size as 
distinguished from a gravel blanket. 

 
Rockfill Dam See “Embankment Dam”. 

 
Safe Dam Dam which does not impose an unacceptable risk to people or property, and which 

meets safety criteria that are acceptable to the government, the engineering profession 
and the public. 

 
SCADA Acronym for Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition, a computer system for 

gathering and analyzing real time data.  SCADA systems can be used to monitor and 
control various components of a dam. 
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Spillway Weir, channel, conduit, tunnel, gate or other structure designed to permit discharges 
from the reservoir.

Spillway Sill The control level of the spillway overflow section.

Stoplogs Large logs, timbers, concrete or steel beams stacked vertically on each other so as to 
close off entrance to dam outlets or penstocks.  Normally stoplogs are used intermit-
tently as temporary outlet gates in order to effect repairs or replacements to the perma-
nent facilities

Storage The collection, impounding and conservation of water. Type of storage are: 
Natural Storage - what is/was the natural body of water (i.e. the existing lake or 

pond). 
Dead Storage -  created storage not accessible with the permanent outlet works. 

This is normally between the upstream toe and the outlet sill. It may  
include what was natural storage if the toe of the dam is contructed 
 below the natural lake outlet. 

Live Storage -  the accessible storage, typically from low level outlet sill to spill 
way sill. 

Licenced Storage- typically includes dead storage plus live storage. 
Surcharge Storage- typically from the spillway sill to design flood level.

Tailwater Level Level of water in the discharge channel immediately downstream of a dam.

Toe of Dam Junction of the downstream (or upstream) face of dam with the ground surface (founda-
tion).  Sometimes “heel” is used to define the upstream toe of a concrete gravity dam.

Top of Dam - See “Crest of Dam”.

Trashrack A screen or grill structure placed at the inlet end of penstocks and low level outlets to 
prevent the entrance of logs, timbers, trash or other debris from the reservoir.

Surveillance Inspection An inspection performed by the dam owner as a regular part of their routine mainte-
nance activities. 

Works Anything capable of or used for diverting, storing, measuring, conserving, conveying, 
retarding, confining or using water, or producing, measuring, transmitting or using elec-
tricity.

Zoned Earthfill Dam See “Embankment Dam”.
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“accident” means an unintended event that results in physical harm to a person or 

“acid rock drainage (ARD)
the oxidation of sulphide minerals or, elemental sulphur, or the dissolution of acid 

“asbestos free
“bail

“bedrock

“bench

carried on. 
“best available technology

closure. 
“biological monitoring

individuals. 
“blast danger zone

blast. 
“blaster

operations at a mine. 
“blasting agent

“

“blasting machine” means a device used to initiate a blast. 
“board” in this part means the Board of Examiners appointed under part 1.13.1 of the 

Code. 
“Board”

Columbia. 
“bootleg

initiated. 
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“bridge

“bulk shipment

(1) 
(2) 

or other type of vessel, or an aircraft, or
(3) a pipeline. 

“C.S.A.
“cage call system

“catchment berm

“

“
the chief inspector. 

“chair
required. 

“clay and silt

“clearing width
accommodate exploration access construction, maintenance and use. 

“collar” in this part, means the start of a drilled blast hole. 
“commission

established by the Hazardous Materials Information Review Act (Canada). 
“community watershed Forest and Range 

Practices Act. 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) has limited or restricted means for entry or exit that may complicate the 

(d) 
 

“construction



iii

“container

“controlled product
made pursuant to section 15(1)(a) of the Hazardous Products Act (Canada) as 
products, materials and substances included in any of the classes listed in Schedule II 

“culvert
access surface. 

“dam

slurry or solids. 
“deactivation

active use of the site or access is suspended seasonally or for other reasons for a 

“deleterious substance

“destructive testing

“detonator
explosive. 

“detonator house
“dump berm

“dump block

“dumping position

“dump material

“dump or stockpile
unconsolidated material. 
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“dump person
the purposes of section 6.10 of the code. 

“dust exposure occupation” means employment
(1) in an asbestos mine, or
(2) 

any one month
(e) 
(f) 

(h) 
(i) 

(3)  
“electromagnetic device

shaft ropes. 
“employees” means all persons employed at a mine. 
“employer Mines Act. 
“engineer of record

section 10.1.5 (1) of this code. 
“

“exploration access

“exploration activities
Mineral Tenure Act

(a) and include
(i) 

(ii) 
(iii) construction, modification, deactivation and reclamation of an exploration 

(iv) 
(v) site reclamation.

(b) but do not include
(i) 

(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 

(v) 



v

(vi) 

 
“explosive

“face

land surface. 
“factor of safety (ropes)

“
layers or dumped into a ravine, valley, or depression. 

“

“ ” means all streams, unless,
(a) 

stream, or
(b) the stream has been identified in a fish inventory carried out in accordance 

(c) 

 
“HSRC Guidance Document

the purposes of this code. 
“haulage road

“hazard” means an unsafe or harmful condition, substance, or circumstance. 
“hazard information

properties. 
“hazardous” means the existence, or reasonable probability of the existence, of an unsafe 

or harmful condition, substance, or circumstance. 
“hazardous substance
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“hazardous waste

“headframe

“hoist

inclined shaft. 
“hoist signaling system

“impoundment
barriers or constructed dams and includes those barriers, dams and related 
items. 

“

“Label

“land capability

“landform

“leg wires
detonation. 

“magazine

“major dump” means a dump that contains a volume of dumped material that exceeds 

that is covered by a dump that exceeds one hectare, or is founded upon natural or 

dumps so declared the chief inspector. 
“manufactured article

product. 



vii

“material safety data sheet (MSDS)
referred to in section 13(a)(i) to (v) of the Hazardous Products Act (Canada) and 

“mine hoisting plant
the prime mover, transmission equipment, head frame, sheaves, ropes, shaft, 

“mishole” “
completely detonate. 

“Musculoskeletal Disorders (MSD)” means the term used to describe disorders of the 

“non-destructive test

“non-electric cap

“occupational illness

“open pit shiftboss

“overburden

“permit” means a permit issued pursuant to section 10 (3) of the Mines Act. 
“primed cartridge
“prime mover” means a machine or other device that provides an initial source of motive 

“

“ ” means, in respect of a controlled product, the brand name, code 

“Professional Engineer
Engineers and Geoscientists Act, or a person 

pursuant to the Engineers and Geoscientists Act
relevant discipline. 
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“
valid for a maximum of 90 days. 

“
(a) 

(b)  
“

“ramp
of excavation or benches. 

“reach

“reactivated mine hoisting plant

“readily available

contains. 
“

attention. 
“respirable combustible dust – RCD

“riparian setback

“risk phrase” means, in respect of a controlled product or a class, division, or subdivision 

of the controlled product or the class, division, or subdivision of controlled products.
“road prism

“round
sequence. 

“safety catch

“safety dogs



ix

“safety fuse assembly

“sand and gravel

“sensitive area

“shaft casing
“shaft conveyance

“shaft furnishing

“shaft lining

“shaft obstruction
may be carried out. 

“shaft or winze

plant. 
“shaft rope

“shoulder barrier

on any vehicle used at that location. 
“socket” means a short stub of a drill hole commonly found after a hole has been 

blasted. 
“soil
“soil

“standard guardrail”
"

point on the to top rail. 
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“stream

channel bed
(a) 
(b) 

 
“stream width

the stream measured
(a) 
(b) 

 
“suitable” means suitable to the satisfaction of the inspector. 
“supplier label

requirements, discloses the information, and displays the hazard symbols referred to 
in section 12(b) of the Hazardous Products Act (Canada), section 17 of the Controlled 

“supplier material safety data sheet” means a material safety data sheet provided by a 
supplier. 

“surface roadway

“ ” means those soils commonly contained in the upper layers of the 

soil covers and seals, or other reclamation requirements. 
“suspension gear

“
code. 

“tailings
or coal. 

“tailings storage facility
“temporary bridge

or less. 
“threshold limit value – ceiling (TLV-C)” means the concentration that must not be 



xi

“threshold limit value – short term exposure limit (TLV – STEL)” means the 

per day. 
“threshold limit value – time weighed average (TLV-TWA)

“toe-board”

"

that is used to enclose equipment, machinery, or to provide shelter, and is a suitable 

“urban area

“wall
faces and benches in successive horizontal layers. 

“watercourse

“wetland

conditions. 
“winze” (see shaft) 
“work platform

“workplace label

sheet, if supplied or produced, is available. 




